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When we remember the Alamo, we usually remember just two or three of its defenders: of course, the 
legendary David “Davy” Crockett and James Bowie and, perhaps, the garrison’s commander, Col. William 
B. Travis. Nearly everyone inside the Alamo died in its defense on March 6, 1836. What we know about 
the battle comes from the few survivors, most notably, Travis’s slave Joe. With Joe: The Slave who 
became an Alamo Legend, Jackson and White have meticulously researched the life of this rare survivor 
and, in doing so, tell not only his story, but that of those 13 fateful days at the Alamo and illustrate the 
turmoil and uncertainty of life in slavery.  
 
Despite his important place in Texas and American history, Joe’s life before and after the Alamo were, 
until now, relatively unknown. Painstaking research and an incredible, coincidental discovery revealed 
that Joe was, in fact, the brother of escaped slave, abolitionist, and writer William Wells Brown; Jackson 
and White were finally able to put the story of Joe’s early life together.  
 
Joe was born in Kentucky and his white master moved to Missouri when Joe was only about a year old. 
Joe spent the early years of his life on the plantation of Dr. John Young in Marthasville, Missouri. A 
slave’s life, Jackson and White repeatedly point out, was unalterably tied, for better or worse, to the 
fortunes of his or her master. Joe grew up knowing and experienced firsthand that where he lived, what 
he did, and his proximity to family depended on his masters’ financial situation and emotional state. 
Young’s misfortune separated Joe from his brothers William and Leander. The fortunes of his next 
master stole away Joe’s sister Elizabeth and sent him, with his mother and brother Millford, to Texas. 
Ultimately, by the actions of white men he barely knew, Joe became a possession of William B. Travis in 
1834. Jackson and White use the story of Joe’s early life to discuss life in slavery, including the horror of 
the slave auction, the fright of escape attempts, and the misery of living a life you could never control.  
 
As property, Joe’s fate was tied to Travis’s, and he found himself within the walls of the Alamo in early 
1836. Through the documents left by survivors, including Travis’s letters, Jackson and White recount the 
13 days inside the Alamo as the Mexican Army gathered outside. We know little about what Joe did 
during this time, but can assume that, as a slave, he was close to Travis’s side. Certainly, he witnessed 
Travis’s heroic death on the morning of March 6. With riveting narrative, Jackson and White use 
survivors’, including Joe’s, firsthand accounts to bring the Alamo defenders’ courageous, yet horrific, last 
hours to life. 
 
Following the Alamo’s fall, Joe was taken prisoner by the Mexican Army. Afraid of being pressed into 
their service, however, Joe escaped and began making his was to Gonzales, Texas. There, he recounted 
his Alamo story again and again. Though William Travis was dead, Joe still belonged to his estate. Two 
years after the fall of the Alamo, though, he, Jackson and White write, “wanted to seize control of his life 
(224).” He set out on an epic journey from the Travis estate near Brazoria, Texas to the plantation of 
Nicholas Travis, William Travis’s brother, in Sparta, Alabama. Joe, it seems, felt the need to let his former 
master’s family know he had died a hero’s death. This offers us an important insight into the 
relationship that Joe and Travis must have shared. Despite the master-slave dynamic, during their time 
together, perhaps those fateful days in the Alamo, Joe developed a sense of respect and loyalty to 
Travis, and he must have believed life with former master’s family was his best chance for comfort and 
happiness. The rest of Joe’s life is shadowy, but it’s highly probably he spent it with members of the 
Travis family and, certainly, his haunting memories of that fateful day at the Alamo.  
 



Jackson’s and White’s work is a perfect mixture of popular and scholarly history. Their thorough 
research is impressive and their descriptive narrative riveting. Their book appeals to a very broad 
audience; anyone interested in not only the Alamo, but the Texas Revolution and Texas history, slavery, 
or anyone who appreciates respectable research and writing will enjoy Joe. 
 
 


